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flowering of old testament theology is a reader designed
the howering
to delineate not only the issues but the progress and the achievements of old testament theology during the twentieth century
ix this purpose is accomplished by introducing readers to the
major scholarly views on old testament theology and to the most
influential scholars through excerpts from their writings the
flowering of old testament theology is the first volume in a series
recently initiated by Eisen
eisenbrauns
brauns publishers the focus of this
series is to provide general students of the old testament with the
opportunity to interact with foundational works firsthand vii
the old testament is much more of a theological scrapbook
than a textbook containing no systematic discussion of doctrines and
religious practices scholars have therefore attempted to delineate the
major theological views of ancient israelites the development of
those views and the ways they were understood and applied by
communities of believers from ancient times to the present not
surprisingly the variety of religious and academic orientations among
modem scholars has produced an array of opinions not only about
the major theological components in the old testament but also
about the definition of old testament theology
As evidenced by the designation old testament theology
this field of study is mainly christian in orientation it took root
and flourished primarily in the soil of european and american
protestantism and has historically excluded from serious consideration jewish traditions and the views of jewish scholars on the
2
testament
Bib
of
contents
the hebrew bibleold
leOld
the three editors of this reader share about sixty years of collective involvement in teaching and publishing in the area of old
testament theology As noted in the foreword the editors of this
1
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volume have made an attempt to orient the student to the major
issues and varieties of perspectives found in the area of old
testament theology ix they have admirably fulfilled the purpose
they set for themselves in compiling this reader the real virtue of
this volume is that one is introduced to this area of study through
samples of the work of the major scholars in the area 3 each of the
scholars whose work is sampled is the author of an introduction to
old testament theology while this compilation does not replace
those extended individual volumes it allows a student to sample
the work of these scholars and to compare them to each other and
to additional approaches
the flowering of old testament theology is divided into
three parts part 1I setting the stage begins with a chapter by
editor ollenburger that reviews the historical development of old
testament theology from the late 1700s to 1930 this chapter is
followed by two programmatic statements on what old testament
theology is and is not according to two german scholars who had
a major impact on old testament studies during this century otto
eissfeldt a historian of religion and walther eichrodt a theologian these articles originally published in german in 1926 and
1929 respectively appear here in english for the first time the
different perspectives of these two scholars serve to highlight
the variegated conceptions of the goals and substance of this area
of study and they provide a good foundation for the second part
which is the heart of the book
part II
11
sampling old testament theology begins with an
editorial essay by martens that reviews the results of old testament theological study from 1930 to 1990 fourteen chapters then
survey the range of thought regarding old testament theology and
sample the most representative work of those figures who have
been particularly influential in the field these chapters average
20 25 pages in length A two page introduction at the beginning
of each of these chapters generally consists of three types of information a theological synopsis in which each scholars work and
its impact is summarized by one of the editors information on the
career of the individual and a list of major publications by and
occasionally about each scholar these introductions are very
helpful especially for those who have heard his name but are
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not well acquainted with these men and their work yes they are
all men following these introductions each chapter contains
two selections from the publications of these scholars one conveys their general views on old testament theology and the other
represents the major emphasis of their work for example the
chapter selections on walther eichrodt focus on covenant because
he championed the idea that the concept of covenant more than
anything else was the undergirding feature of israelite religion
enshrines
to him covenant en
shrines israels most fundamental conviction
namely its sense of a unique relationship with god 58 these
excerpts are designed not only to introduce but to whet ones
interest in further study none are intended to provide a comprehensive view
the list of scholars represented reads like a whos
chos who in
old testament theology among those whose writings are repreII are W eichrodt on covenant G E wright
sented in part 11
on god the warrior G von rad on eighth century prophecy
C westermann on gods judgment and gods mercy B S childs
on canon and P D hanson on the community of faith admittedly the choices represent the work of only western european
and north american males this situation is recognized by the
editors x who rightly cite liberation and feminist oriented
theologies as examples of less than mainline aspects of old
testament theology that receive no attention in part 11
II their
choices do however represent the major work done in the area of
old testament theology during the majority of the twentieth
century but times are changing and so are people and the theological work they are doing thus the third part is directed toward
reviewing the recent developments in and the indicators of the
future of old testament theology
part III
111
lil the way forward old testament theology in the
twenty first century begins with an essay by editor hasel that
surveys current trends and future prospects in this area of study
six chapters then introduce and excerpt the theological writings
for example of W brueggemann on A shape for old testament
theology J D levenson on creation and covenant and phyllis
trible on an overture for a feminist biblical theology
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is the

opportunity to learn of the variety of backgrounds represented
by these twenty plus scholars for example J L mckenzie was a
US citizen associated with the roman catholic jesuit tradition
169 70 R E clements is english with a baptist orientation
including ministerial service 211 12 C westermann is a german lutheran with pastoral experience 276 77 and E A
martens is a canadian with an evangelical orientation and a long
association with the mennonites 298 99 also of interest is the
correlation or lack thereof between the background of these
scholars and their scholarly views for example J L mckenzie
held that the study of the theology of the old testament has
never been advanced by the christianization of the old testament 169 while T C vriezen 83 84 and others proceeded
from a diametrically opposite position ie that much of the old
testament not only can but must be viewed as culminating in
the saving ministry and sacrifice of jesus
although none of these scholars is a latter day saint and
while there are views expressed in this compilation that do not
accord with latter day saint doctrine 4 there is much of value here
for latter day saints experiencing the ways in which those who
do not enjoy the advantage of latter day revelation have wrestled
with the central themes of the old testament and their value in
our time is worthwhile in and of itself also latter day saints
should remember they are not alone in seeking to better understand the scriptures and their role in developing a relationship
with the lord many people from various backgrounds including
an academic one have exercised sincere efforts to this end in addition many statements contained in this compilation will extend
the thinking of latter day saint readers consider these observations of G E wright regarding god as a warrior
motif is the interpretation of
conflict in history as owing to the sin of man against which the
god take vigorous action
cosmic government and its suzerain
since so much of history is concerned with warfare it therefore
must be expected that one major activity of the suzerain will be the
mental ends that is
judgmental
direction of war for both redemptive and judg
a major function of the suzerain will be understood to be his work
as warrior
A most pervasive biblical
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yet in our time no attribute of the biblical god

is more

consciously and almost universally rejected than this one the reason
is that theologically we are unable to keep up with our emotional
attitudes towards war the latter are so shocked by the savage horror
of war that it is most difficult to see any positive good in this type of
conflict 110
Howe
verj
however
verd god the warrior is the theme that furnishes hope
wars and rumors of wars are a biblical reality a present
in time
reality and we see no immediate surcease of them in the future yet
the strong active power given language in the warrior lord means
that there is a force in the universe set against the forces of evil and
perversity life then is a battleground but the divine warrior will
not be defeated

now if one thinks this type of language is too strong let him
only remember that god the warrior is simply the reverse side of
god the lover or god the redeemer the seeking love of god is only
Suze
one side of the suzeraine
suzerains
rains activity because to change the figure
divine love is a two edged sword

115

consider also Vrieze
ns observations
vriezens
there are many voices to be heard in the various writings of the old
testament but the speakers and singers all want to proclaim one
and the same god he is the one focal point of all the old testament
writings whatever their literary character whatever their period of
origin 85

all this means complete absorption in the voices which bear witness in the old testament to the work of god and so to him in the
course of history and this is not merely a philological and historical
exercise but also a personal exercise in listening and spiritual
understanding 84

any student of the old testament who is interested in increasing his or her exposure to an understanding of the major often
competing twentieth century scholarly ideas on the dominant
theological themes of the old testament will find time spent with
this compilation both interesting and rewarding given the intended audience the editors could have included a glossary with
terms such as salvation history dogmatics and systematic
theology for the convenience of those who have not yet mastered
the jargon of this area of study this however is a minor complaint the flowering of old testament theology is an enjoyably
different introduction to old testament theology 1I recommend it
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NOTES
plasticizer cover
all the volumes in this series are hard bound with a plasticized
byjon
jon levenson for example
bajon
this situation has been addressed recently by
whose comments on this problem are summarized on page 427 of howering
flowering
aau
3a11
3au of the material quoted in these excerpts has been re typeset not merely
photocopied from the original sources this gives the book a unified well
produced look conveniently the editors have included in brackets in the text
the page numbers from the original publications previously published english
translations of material originally in non english form are the sources for the
excerpts of the work of several european scholars
4for
or example without the revealed knowledge that the gospel of jesus
ifor
christ was known on the earth as early as the time of adam and eve many people
view the law of moses as a step upward in the relationship between god and his
people as is apparent in Eich
eichrodts
rodts comments on moses 73 74 in contrast
latter day saints view the law of moses as a lesser law not as the full order previously known to the patriarchs nor as the full embodiment of the possibilities
available at sinai joseph smith translation ex 341 2 dag
8423 27
dac 842327
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